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About

The Wikimedia Research Newsletter (WRN) is a joint initiative of the Wikimedia Research Committee and the Signpost to cover research updates of relevance to the Wikimedia community. The newsletter is edited monthly and features both internal research at the Wikimedia Foundation and work conducted by external research teams. It is published as a section of the Signpost and as a stand-alone article on the Wikimedia Research Index.

Facts and figures

The inaugural issue of the WRN was published on July 25, 2011, after two Signpost articles covering recent Wikimedia research. The six issues published in the first volume (July-December 2011) featured a total of 93 references and attracted altogether more than 17,000 pageviews (not including visits to the WMF blog edition).

How to subscribe

You can subscribe to the newsletter via the following RSS feed from the Wikimedia Foundation's blog: 

The table of contents of each issue is cross-posted to wiki-research-l.

How to contribute

This newsletter would not be possible without contributions from the research and Wikimedia community. We welcome submissions of new projects, papers and datasets to be featured in the newsletter. Work on the upcoming edition is coordinated on an Etherpad, where you can suggest items to be covered, or sign up to write a review or summary for one of those that are already listed. Beyond that,

- If you want your project to be featured, please create a new project page using the form on the research project directory
- If you have published or you know of a recent paper that should be featured, please add an entry to the canonical directory of academic studies of Wikipedia
- If you have released code or data of relevance to research on Wikimedia projects, please contact us

For anything else (such as events, CFPs, research blog posts) please get in touch or make sure you post an announcement to wiki-research-l (we are monitoring this list on a regular basis)

We are also looking for contributors (either occasional or regular) for the newsletter. If you have reviewed recent Wikipedia literature or would like to help writing the newsletter, please contact us.
Open access vs. closed access publications

Complete references of the publications featured in the newsletter can be found at the bottom of each issue. Publications that are either self-archived in an open access repository or published in an open access journal will be marked with an open access icon next to the download link, e.g.:


Publications that are not open access (i.e. behind a paywall or tied to institutional subscriptions) will be marked with a closed access icon:


Archives

- WRN 2(2) – February 2012
- WRN 2(1) – January 2012
- WRN 1(6) – December 2011
- WRN 1(5) – November 2011
- WRN 1(4) – October 2011
- WRN 1(3) – September 2011
- WRN 1(2) – August 2011
- WRN 1(1) – July 2011 (inaugural edition)
- Recent research – Signpost, 6 June 2011
- Recent research – Signpost, 11 April 2011

Contact

For general queries on the research newsletter other than project or paper contributions you can leave a message on the talk page or mail us at: researchnews@wikimedia.org [5]
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Issue 1(1): July 2011

Talk page interactions; Wikipedia at the Open Knowledge Conference; Summer of Research; brief notes

With contributions by: Junkie.dolphin, Lilaroja, HaeB, DarTar, Steven Walling, Daniel Mietchen.

This is the third overview of recent research published on Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects featured in the Signpost (previous issues: June 6, April 11), and the inaugural issue of the Wikimedia Research Newsletter, intended to become a monthly feature. In addition to a focus on coverage of the research done by academics outside Wikimedia, this issue includes contributions funded by the Wikimedia Foundation. If you want your research to be featured in this monthly newsletter, you can tell us about your work by submitting it for consideration.

Edit wars and conflict metrics

A study covered in the previous edition of the research newsletter was extended and published by the authors on ArXiv. The authors report a new method for classifying how disputed a Wikipedia article is, in the attempt to detect controversies and edit wars. At its core the method is based on looking at pairs of editors who have mutually reverted each other, and using their respective edit counts to define an overall metric of conflict. Even though this formula is not immediately intuitive, the authors motivate it by means of special diagrams called "revert maps" depicting such pairs of editors on the Cartesian space. In the second part of the study, the authors use this classifier to select two samples of pages, respectively of disputed and non-disputed topics, and analyze the time series of revisions to these pages; while they find that both time series are characterized by bursts of user activity, they claim that there is a qualitative difference between the two, although their analysis appears to lack any form of statistical hypothesis testing. They apply a priority-based model of editor activity that has been already proposed to explain human activity on the web, and find two distinctive patterns of activity that can help class "good" guys vs "bad" guys. [1]
The anatomy of a Wikipedia talk page

Several works appeared over the last month focus on the structure and nature of social interaction supported by Wikipedia's discussion pages, both from a quantitative and qualitative perspective.

• Wikipedia discussions shallow in geography and history, but deep in philosophy, law, language and beliefs.

A study conducted by a team of researchers based in Milan and Barcelona and presented last week at ICWSM '11 [3] looks into the properties of the social interaction of participants in discussions held on talk pages.[2] The paper highlights a number of methodological issues in studying social network properties in Wikipedia. Social ties in Wikipedia are implicit, insofar as there is no representation of an explicit link between two Wikipedia users. A conversation between users allows to infer an implicit social network. Inferring such networks in Wikipedia, however, is challenging for two main reasons: because of the lack of structure of talk pages (which makes conversations hard to parse) and because of the fact that discussion threads can be very dispersed and take place in various locations (e.g. an article talk page plus a variable number of personal user talk pages). Despite these difficulties, the study succeeds at analyzing the properties of two types of social networks centered on article discussions (those happening on article talk pages and those that focus on an article but take place via replies on user talk pages) and a user-centric social network (i.e. the network defined by direct messages left by users on their talk pages). The three networks exhibit some interesting dissimilarities in terms of in- and out-degree of their nodes and in the proportion of overlap between their edges, suggesting that user-centered and article-centered communication are supported by substantially different networks. The study moves on to study the degree assortativity of these networks, or the tendency of users to create links with other users having a similar number of links. A striking difference emerges in the comparison with conversations in Slashdot, that are characterized by a strong assortativity, and discussion networks in Wikipedia, that display a systematic dissortativity, an indication of the specificity of social interactions that occur in Wikipedia compared to other social media. As the authors summarize, “Wikipedians who reply to many other users in article talk pages tend to interact mostly with users having few connections, i.e. newbies and inexperienced users, while the Wikipedians who receive replies from many users tend to interact preferentially with each other.” The study moves on to consider the depth and popularity of article-centered discussions, and identifies metrics of the contentiousness of these discussions based on their depth and the number of mutual replies among users participating in the same thread. Finally, the study characterizes the size, frequency and structure of discussions across different article categories and finds that, although “Geography” and “History” account together for almost half of all discussions in the English Wikipedia, they tend to host shallow threads, whereas "Philosophy", "Law", "Language"
and “Belief” are characterized by the deepest discussions and involve the largest amount of participants.

Two of the authors also gave a presentation at last month’s Hypertext 2011 conference in Eindhoven, titled “Co-authorship 2.0: patterns of collaboration in Wikipedia [4].”

• **Building consensus in talk pages: authority and alignment.**

A group of researchers based at the University of Washington released an annotated corpus of discussions from Wikipedia talk pages encoding two types of social acts: alignment moves and authority claims. In the authors’ own words, “an authority claim is a statement made by a discussion participant aimed at bolstering their credibility in the discussion. An alignment move is a statement by a participant which explicitly positions them as agreeing or disagreeing with another participant or participants regarding a particular topic”. Studying discussions with the lens of authority and alignment can help shed light on consensus-building strategies used by participants in Wikipedia discussions. The dataset also offers qualitative materials that, the authors submit, can be built upon to produce computational models of online debates. The data spans 365 discussions that occurred in 47 talk pages between 2002 and 2008, involving a total of 1,509 editors. After presenting the corpus, the study presents an analysis comparing editor activity metrics with the propensity of adopting one of the above social strategies. The authors introduce an editor’s v-index (or veteran index) defined as the greatest v such that the editor has made at least v edits within the past v months and report that this indicator of editor activity positively correlates with the proportion of authority claims made in a discussion. The authors also observe that making an authority claim makes a user “significantly more likely to be the target of an alignment move within the subsequent 10 turns compared to turns that did not contain any claims”.

• **Shortcomings in the design of Wikipedia talk pages.**

Researchers from the National University of Ireland, Galway presented some work in progress from a project aimed at understanding Wikipedia coordination spaces and costs. In a paper presented earlier this year at SAC ’11 the authors discuss the results of a small series of semi-structured user interviews with Wikipedia administrators and editors. The results point at a number of drawbacks in the design of Wikipedia talk pages, suggesting that editors find it hard to keep up-to-date with temporally sparse discussions that are often scattered across multiple pages. The interviews also suggest that talk pages often become the target of support requests by new editors that go unnoticed. The lack of connection between discussions and the article itself (e.g. links between threads and specific sections or topics of the article) also emerges as one of the main weaknesses of Wikipedia talk pages. In the remainder of the paper the authors introduce a lightweight solution to allow effective categorization of comments posted on article talk pages by semantically enriching them with an RDF markup. This markup can then be exposed to end users with the aid of a JavaScript bookmarklet, manipulated and exported via SPARQL, and potentially used to generate granular notifications. In a poster presented last month at WebSci ’11, the same team of researchers gives an overview of work in progress on AfD discussions and illustrates with a diagram the complexity of deletion discussions and procedures in the English Wikipedia. [6]
Wikipedians as "Janitors of Knowledge"

In a paper titled "Janitors of Knowledge: Constructing Knowledge in the Everyday Life of Wikipedia Editors,"[8] researcher Olof Sundin of Lund University applies concepts from Science and technology studies to an online ethnography study of the Swedish Wikipedia community, focusing on the role of references in particular.

He conducted interviews with eleven active users of the Swedish Wikipedia (out of 20 contacted via e-mail) who had given "informed consent according to the recommendations of the Swedish Research Council". Their activity, as well as discussion on the village pump and on the talk pages of some articles, were observed from August 2009 to February 2010. (The paper does not link diffs of the users' comments, due to privacy reasons.) They were between 20 and 50 years old, with diverse jobs and outside interests. Among other observations, the paper states that "For most of the informants the watch-list ... is the starting point for their [everyday] activities", and that Wikipedia is also a place for identity construction. For Wikipedia editors, to edit is not just something you do, it is also a part of who you are. The title refers to the finding that "Cleaning work [e.g. reverting vandals] seems to be the central activity for almost all of the participants" of the interviews. The informants state that citing references has become more important on Wikipedia in recent years, also evidenced by the introduction (in November 2009) of a requirement to cite at least one reference in the criteria for inclusion of new articles in a "New Written Articles of the Week" page (similar to the English Wikipedia's Did You Know). One section is devoted to Wikipedia's "hierarchy of references" (by reliability), mentioning the Swedish Wikipedia's equivalent of w:WP:RS.

As theoretical framework, Sundin uses an actor-network theory interpretation of Wikipedia, which he explains as follows: "Within such a perspective, the editors, form and functions, core policies, guidelines of Wikipedia, its millions of articles and discussions, references, and users around the world can all be seen as actors, as they make each other do something; they construct, uphold and transform Wikipedia as we know it. An actor, for instance a functional feature in Wikipedia called the watch-list, that makes it easier for the editors to scan new contributions, or a policy document, makes other actors act in a particular way. ... Some actors have a more central role than others and some of these, if we draw on Callon (1986), are so central that they can be called obligatory passage points. An obligatory passage point can be thought of as a threshold that other actors need to pass or adjust to." As such an obligatory passage point in Wikipedia's network of actors, Sundin identifies the Verifiability policy.

Use of Wikipedia among law students: a survey

An article in The Law Teacher titled: "Embracing Wikipedia as a research tool for law: to Wikipedia or not to Wikipedia?" describes an anonymous survey among 101 Australian students (30 senior secondary high school students enrolled in legal studies, and 71 law degree students in their first and second year at the University of Southern Queensland) about their use and perceptions of Wikipedia.[9] Their results indicate "that the majority (78%) of all students surveyed are currently using Wikipedia for some form of legal (30%) or other research (37%) or as a source of general information (11%)." One of the 101 students admitted to have vandalized Wikipedia articles, while two stated to have corrected errors in Wikipedia. The use of Wikipedia for legal research among the first-year university students was much lower than among the high-school students, which the authors conjecture is "a result of legal research skills training and warnings against its use, and perhaps even a result of cultural adaptation. Seventy-eight percent of the first year law students surveyed acknowledged that Wikipedia can be unreliable and/or inaccurate." However, Wikipedia usage for legal or other research increased again for the second year university students, which the authors surmise could have to do with the students becoming "a little more streetwise within the university context and [finding] the convenience of Wikipedia appealing." Apart from the poll results, the paper contains a small literature survey about "Wikipedia as a teaching and learning resource", observing that "the use of wikis in legal education is in its infancy. Several of the case studies in the literature reported positive outcomes," and qualitative results from an "informal preliminary investigation into academic perceptions of Wikipedia as a research source in law" ("All the academics consulted considered Wikipedia an unreliable source for legal information ... Some acknowledged a role for Wikipedia as a source for legal or incidental background information" with
qualifications about accuracy and reliability). Still, "the authors argue that using Wikipedia as a tertiary source for assimilating broad overview information, for both legal and incidental research, to define and identify keywords for further research, and as a link to other resources, is acceptable when the issues surrounding the discerning use of any secondary source, peer reviewed or not, are fully understood", and that "Academics can and should contribute to Wikipedia either directly, through the contribution of research, or indirectly, through the mentoring of student contributions which can be incorporated into course content and assessments." Among other conclusions, the authors suggest "encouraging universities to develop policies consistent with academic contribution to Wikipedia".

**Miscellaneous**

- **Turning back Wikipedia's clock**: In a paper titled "Wikipedia Revision Toolkit: Efficiently Accessing Wikipedia's Edit History", three researchers from the Darmstadt University of Technology present a software that allows easy access of the state of Wikipedia corresponding to a particular point in time, both for single article revisions and for whole history dumps up to that moment. As motivation, they note that large-scale access of single revisions via Wikipedia's own API is inefficient since data needs to be transmitted over the Internet, whereas the downloadable XML dumps provided by the Wikimedia Foundation are in a format that doesn't allow easy access of single revisions. They emphasize the importance of these dumps for Natural Language Processing analyses of Wikipedia, and that the reproducibility of such research is jeopardized by the fact that "older snapshots [are] becoming unavailable as there is no official backup server." The authors' solution is realized as an extension of the existing Java Wikipedia Library (JWPL). To store the dump in a format that allows fast access to revisions but still saves space, they developed their own diff algorithm based on a longest common substring search.


- The inaugural issue of *Critical Studies in Peer Production*, a new open access academic journal, published an article by Mathieu O'Neil titled: "The sociology of critique in Wikipedia". All contents from this journal are CC-BY licensed.

- A blog posting titled "Who writes Wikipedia? An information-theoretic analysis of anonymity and vandalism in user-generated content" referenced a widely cited study by Aaron Swartz (see also this week's Wikipedia Signpost "In the news"), who in 2006 found that anonymous users contributed much more of Wikipedia's content than the core of registered users. Instead of examining the text that survived to the current version, the blogger looked at reverted/unreverted edits as a crude measure of quality, and instead of counting edits, measured "the information-theoretic gain in each revision", as measured by LZMA compression. For performance reasons, the analysis was restricted to pages starting with the letter "M". Among various other findings, the post states that "Registered users dipped to contributing as much vandalism as content in 2007, and have taken an upsweep to over three times as much good content. Anonymous users dipped to contributing as much vandalism as content in 2005, and through 2010 are contributing roughly twice as much vandalism as content".

- **Using expertise credits from Citizendium to recommend Wikipedia articles**: An article in this month's issue of the "Journal of Information Processing", titled "Classification of Recommender Expertise in the Wikipedia Recommender System", reports improvements in the existing "Wikipedia Recommender System", a "collaborative filtering system with trust metrics, i.e., it provides a rating of articles which emphasizes feedback from recommenders that the user has agreed with in the past", by considering the recommenders' areas of expertise. To determine these areas, the paper uses the self-reported expertise areas that Citizendium contributors have to state when signing up for one of that online encyclopedia's topic work groups.

- A team of Brazilian researchers from Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais presented at JCDL '11 a tool called *GreenWiki*, designed to "help improve users awareness about the quality of a Wikipedia article as well as their assessment of it".
• An article in last month’s issue of Information Research examined “The search queries that took Australian Internet users to Wikipedia [20].” The results “suggest that Wikipedia is used more for lighter topics than for those of a more academic or serious nature. Significant differences among the various lifestyle segments were observed in the use of Wikipedia for queries on popular culture, cultural practice and science”.

Wikipedia research at OKCon 2011

On June 30 - July 1, the Open Knowledge Foundation held their annual meeting, the Open Knowledge conference (OKCon), this time in Berlin. On the first day, a workshop on Wikipedia & Research [21] took place, organized by Mayo Fuster Morell (member of the Research Committee of the Wikimedia Foundation), who agreed to report back for the Signpost.

A message was already sent by the simple observation that the room was packed with around 50 people, some of them even sitting on the floor. In a tweet [22], Philipp Schmidt from P2P University commented: “wikipedia research community growing and diversifying. I remember meetings with 5 people, now the room is packed. Great!”. The attendance at the workshop is a sign that there is high interest in the question of promoting research around Wikipedia. Furthermore, the good response could be seen from a double perspective: because addressing the questions is considered as important per se, but also in terms of good timing - a question of the right moment.

Since 2005, there has been an increasing interest within the scientific community in researching Wikipedia. In 2011, ten years after Wikipedia started, research on Wikipedia keeps growing, with a body of research and a community of researchers in place. In this regard, according to a recent review, there is currently a total of 2,100 peer-reviewed articles and 38 doctoral theses related to Wikipedia. The willingness to collaborate, to make use of synergies between research initiatives of various kinds, and to continue innovating (in what is already constituting one of the leading nodes of methodological innovation) have also increased and continue to mature. It seems that in 2011 and the coming years, we will see not only the continuation in terms of a quantitative increase, but also a qualitative jump towards a more organized and challenging stage of research initiatives from and around Wikipedia. This can be expected to translate into important changes at the research level, and the initiative of research being promoted by Wikipedia (not only about Wikipedia) is likely to be well received.

During the workshop, Mathias Schindler (from Wikimedia Deutschland) presented the RENDER project - a research project looking at knowledge diversity, which is the first experience of a Wikimedia Chapter engaging in a large research projects with other research partners at the European level.

Mayo Fuster Morell presented how Wikipedia had evolved over the years. Starting with quantitative analyses of large data sets and on the English version of Wikipedia as the predominant approach in early empirical research on Wikipedia, the focus then expanded to conducting research on other language versions, covering a larger variety of issues, such as socio-political questions, and also adopting qualitative methods. She also presented the Research Committee, a committee created by the WMF staff consisting of Wikimedia volunteers, researchers, and Wikimedia Foundation staff with the mandate to help organize policies, practices and priorities around Wikimedia-related research).

Daniel Mietchen (likewise a member of the Research Committee of the WMF) presented the draft for an open access and open data policy of the WMF as a requirement for research projects receiving significant WMF support.

Benjamin Mako Hill (Advisory Board member and intellectual property researcher at MIT, among others) was also present, but stepped back from his planned intervention in favor of allowing time for debate. During the discussion, the question of open data was the central theme of interest to the floor. Other than that, interest was also expressed in the question of data repositories.

The schedule was tight, and the session ended well before the discussions could have reached a conclusion. It remains clear that a continuation of the discussion is needed as much as occasions to meet and develop things together around Wikipedia research and promoting another way of doing research.
Wikimedia Summer of Research: Three of the topics covered so far

The "Wikimedia Summer of Research" (WSoR, see previous coverage in the Wikipedia Signpost) is a three-month program (ending in September) sponsored by the Wikimedia Foundation which has brought together a team of eight academics who are working in the Foundation's Community Department. The goal of this program is to study the dynamics of the editing community, starting with English and focusing particularly on what factors can measurably be said to affect the decline in new editors. The following is a short look at three of the many areas studied so far. Other research can be found on Meta and on Commons.

How New English Wikipedians Ask for Help

The early weeks of research by Jonathan Morgan, R. Stuart Geiger, and Shawn Walker were focused on how new editors find and interact with help spaces, both in the Help namespace and outside it. A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods have been used to address this issue, but the primary data was gathered through qualitative coding of randomized samples of new editors.

The following two charts were derived from the coding of activities by 445 new Wikipedians distributed from 2009-2011.\[23\]

Who Edits Trending Articles on the English Wikipedia

One question that was directed at the summer research team was whether trending articles — such as those about breaking current events or included in "In the news" on the Main Page — attracted a significant number of new editors compared to articles not affected by current events. Adjacent questions were whether those new editors who registered because interest in current events articles were more or less likely to become repeat editors of the encyclopedia.

Using a quantitative sample of a random 20% of the thousands of articles which were trending (in terms of traffic stats) in January 2011, this study by Yusuke Matsubara showed that, perhaps surprisingly, the number of newly registered editors who participate in current events articles is proportionally quite low.\[24\] However, the amount of participation from anonymous editors was more significant regardless of semi-protection. This hints that there may be an opportunity to invite good faith anonymous contributors on trending articles to participate further by registering accounts.
The Workload of New Page Patrollers & Vandalfighters

One of the theories that has been proposed about the decline in participation by new editors is that newbie biting has increased over the years because more of the burden of policing vandalism, spam, etc. has been shouldered by fewer and fewer active New Page Patrollers and vandalfighters, which also contributes to burn out. To test this theory, summer researcher Aaron Halfaker looked at the work load of new page patrollers[25] and vandalfighters[26] since 2007 overall. It found that, like many things in Wikipedia, the trends follow a power law where the top contributors do most of the work. However, contrary to the hypothesis, the number of patrolling actions per editor (by both month and year) has been decreasing steadily.
References
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Effective collaboration leads to earlier article promotion

A team of researchers from the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence investigated the structure of collaboration networks in Wikipedia and their performance in bringing articles to higher levels of quality. The study, presented at HyperText 2011, defines collaboration networks by considering editors who edited the same article and exchanged at least one message on their respective talk pages. The authors studied whether a pre-existing collaboration network or structured collaboration management via WikiProjects accelerate the process of quality promotion of English Wikipedia articles. The metric used is the time it takes to bring articles from B-class to GA or from GA to FA on the Wikipedia 1.0 quality assessment scale. The results show that the WikiProject importance of an article increases its promotion rate to GA and FA by 27% and 20%, respectively. On the other hand, the number of WikiProjects an article is part of reduces the rate of promotion to FA by 32%, an effect that the authors speculated could imply that these articles are broader in scope than those claimed by fewer WikiProjects. Pre-existing collaboration also dramatically affects the rate of promotion to GA and FA (with 150% and 130% increases, respectively): prior collaborative ties significantly accelerate article quality promotion. The authors also identify contrasting effects of network structure (cohesiveness and degree centrality) on the increase of GA and FA promotion times.

Deleted revisions in the English Wikipedia

Andrew G. West and Insup Lee from the University of Pennsylvania conducted the first-ever study examining revision deletion in the English Wikipedia in a paper to be presented at the upcoming WikiSym 2011 symposium. Several scholarly works have studied standard deletion procedures in Wikipedia; this paper presents original results on "contributions that are not simply undone but deleted from revision histories and public views". Revision deletion, or redaction, is a process enabled by a feature (RevDelete) introduced in 2009 for the purpose of removing dangerous contents, such as user contributions infringing copyright or inserting defamation, insults, or individual privacy threats. Access to this feature was initially restricted to users with oversight privileges and later extended to administrators. The study analyzes a year of public deletion logs and the contents of deleted revisions, by comparing two snapshots of edits data from the English Wikipedia. The authors identify 49,161 unique deleted revisions produced by 18,907 incidents. The number of deleted revisions is higher than the number of incidents, as some categories of dangerous content survive for more than a single revision and
their deletion consequently affects a series of revisions. By analyzing the reasons for deletion in the deletion log, the authors find offensive content directed at specific individuals to be the most frequent cause of deletion incidents (58%), followed by acts of disruption (29%), and copyright infringement (11%). Results for incidents that occurred after May 2010 indicate that the two-hour median detection interval calculated on all incidents increases to 21.6 days for copyright-related incidents, suggesting that the latter are much harder to detect. For the same reason, copyright-related incidents span longer series of deleted revisions (12.5 on average, whereas 89% of all incidents result in a single deleted revision). Considering the amount of time that subsequently deleted contents remained visible on a page, the authors find that the median of 2 minutes (calculated over all incidents) increases to 21 days in the case of copyright incidents (virtually the same time of their detection interval). The study reports that at least 0.05% of revisions made in 2010 contained dangerous contents and that 0.007% of all page views in 2010 resulted in the temporary exposure of these contents.

Wikipedia and open-access repositories

The paper "Wikipedia and institutional repositories: an academic symbiosis?"[5] is concerned with Wikipedia articles citing primary sources when suitable secondary ones (as per WP:SCHOLARSHIP) are not available. Only about 10% of scholarly papers are published as open access, but another 10% are freely available through self-archiving, thus doubling in practice the number of scholarly primary resources that Wikipedia editors have at their disposal. The article describes a sample of institutional repositories from the major higher-education institutions in New Zealand, along with three Australian institutions serving as controls, and analyses the extent to which they are linked from Wikipedia (across languages).

Using Yahoo! Site Explorer, a total of 297 links were estimated to go from Wikipedia articles to these repositories (40% of which went to the three Australian controls), mostly to support specific claims but also (in 35% of the cases) for background information. In terms of document type linked from Wikipedia, PhD theses, academic journal articles and conference papers each scored about 20% of the entries, whereas in terms of Wikipedia language, 35% of links came from non-English Wikipedias.

The paper cites strong criticism of institutional repositories[6] but proposes "a potential symbiosis between Wikipedia and academic research in institutional repositories" – Wikipedia getting access to primary sources, and institutional repositories growing their user base – as a new reason that "academics should be systematically placing their research work in institutional repositories". Ironically, the author himself did not[7] follow this advice. However, such potential alignments between Wikimedians and open access have been observed in related contexts – according to the expert participation survey. For instance, Wikipedia contributors are more likely[8] to have most or all of their publications freely available on the web.

As is custom in academia, the paper does not provide links to the underlying data, but the Yahoo! Site Explorer queries can be reconstructed[9] (archived example[10]) or compared to Wikipedia search results[11] and site-specific Google searches[12]. There is also code from linkypedia[13] and the Wikipedia part of the PLoS Altmetrics study[14] that could both be adapted for automating such searches.
Quality of featured articles doesn't always impress readers

In an article titled "Information quality assessment of community generated content: A user study of Wikipedia" (abstract [15], [16] published this month by the Journal of Information Science, three researchers from Bar-Ilan University reported on a study examining judgment of Wikipedia's quality by non-expert readers (done as part of the 2008 doctoral thesis of one of the authors, Eti Yaari, which was already covered [17] in Haaretz at the time).

The paper starts with a review of existing literature on information quality in general, and on measuring the quality of Wikipedia articles in particular. The authors then describe the setup of their qualitative study: 64 undergraduate and graduate students were each asked to examine five articles from the Hebrew Wikipedia, as well as their revision histories (an explanation was given), and judge their quality by choosing the articles they considered best and worst. The five articles were pre-selected to include one containing each of four quality/maintenance templates used on the Hebrew Wikipedia: featured, expand, cleanup and rewrite, plus one "regular" article. But only half of the participants were shown the articles with the templates. Participants were asked to "think aloud" and explain their choices; the audio recording of each session (on average 58 minutes long) was fully transcribed for further analysis, which found that the criteria mentioned by the students could be divided into "measurable" criteria "that can be objectively and reliably assigned by a computer program without human intervention (e.g. the number of words in an article or the existence of images)" and "non-measurable" ones ("e.g. structure, relevance of links, writing style", but also in some cases the nicknames of the Wikipedians in the version history). Interestingly, a high number of edits was both seen as a criterion indicating good quality by some, and indicating bad quality by others, and likewise for a low number of edits.

Comparing the quality judgments of the study's participants with that of Wikipedians as expressed in the templates revealed some striking differences: "The perceptions of our users regarding quality did not always coincide with the perceptions of Wikipedia editors, since in fewer than half of the cases the featured article was chosen as best". In fact, "in three cases, the featured article was chosen as the lowest quality article out of the five articles assessed by these participants." However, those participants who were able to see the templates chose the "featured" article considerably more often as the best one, "even though the participants did not acknowledge the influence of these templates".

In swine flu outbreak, Wikipedia reading preceded blogging and newspaper writing

A paper published in Health Communication examined "Public Anxiety and Information Seeking Following the H1N1 Outbreak" (of swine influenza in 2009) by tracking, among other measures, page view numbers on Wikipedia, which it described as "a popular health reference website" (citing a 2009 paper co-authored by Wikipedian Tim Vickers: "Seeking health information online: Does Wikipedia matter?"[18]). Specifically, the researchers - psychologists from the University of Texas and the University of Auckland - selected 39 articles related to swine flu (for example, H1N1, hand sanitizer, and fatigue) and examined their daily page views from two weeks prior to two weeks after the first announcement of the H1N1 outbreak during the 2009 flu pandemic. (The exact source of the page view numbers is not stated, but a popular site [19] providing such data exists.) Controlling for variations per day of the week, they found that "the increase in visits to Wikipedia pages happened within days of news of the outbreak and returned to baseline within a few weeks. The rise in number of visits in response to the epidemic was greater the first week than the second week .... At its peak, the seventh day, there were 11.94 times as many visits per article on average."
While these findings may not be particularly surprising to Wikipedians who are used to current events driving attention for articles, the authors offer intriguing comparisons to the two other measures of public health anxiety they study in the paper: The number of newspaper articles mentioning the disease or the virus, and the number of blog entries mentioning the disease. "Increased attention to H1N1 happens most rapidly in Wikipedia page views, then in the blogs, and finally in newspapers. The duration of peak attention to H1N1 is shortest for the blog writers, followed by Wikipedia viewers, and is longest in newspapers." Examining correlations, they found that "The number of blog entries was most strongly related to the number of newspaper articles and number of Wikipedia visits on the same day. The number of Wikipedia visits was most strongly related to the number of newspaper articles the following day. In other words, public reaction is visible in online information seeking before it is visible in the amount of newspaper coverage." Finally, the authors emphasize the advantages of their approach to measure public anxiety in such situations over traditional approaches. Specifically, they point out that in the H1N1 case the first random telephone survey was conducted only two weeks after the outbreak, and therefore underestimated the initial public anxiety levels, as the author argue based on their combined data including Wikipedia pageviews.

**Extensive analysis of gender gap in Wikipedia to be presented at WikiSym 2011**

A paper by researchers of GroupLens Research to be presented at the upcoming WikiSym 2011 symposium offers the most comprehensive analysis of gender imbalance in Wikipedia so far. This study was covered by a summary in the August 15 Signpost edition and facilitated by a press release, it generated considerable media attention. Below are some of the main highlights from this study:

- reliably tracking gender in Wikipedia is complicated due to the different (and potentially inconsistent) ways in which users can specify gender information.
- self-identified females comprise 16.1% of editors who started editing in 2009 and specified their gender, but they only account for 9% of the total number of edits by this cohort and the gap is even wider among highly active editors.
- the gender gap has remained fairly constant since 2005
- gender differences emerge when considering areas of contribution, with a greater concentration of women in the People and Arts areas.
- male and female editors edit user-centric namespaces differently: on average, a female makes a significantly higher concentration of her edits in the User and User Talk namespaces, mostly at the cost of fewer edits in Main and Talk.
- a significantly higher proportion of females have participated in the "Adopt a User" program as mentees.
- female editors have an overall lower probability of becoming admins. However, when controlling for experience measured by number of edits it turns out that women are significantly more likely to become administrators than their male counterparts.
- articles that have a higher concentration of female editorship are more likely to be contentious (when measured by proportion of edit-protected articles) than those with more males.
- in their very initial contributions, female editors are more likely to be reverted than male editors but there is hardly any statistical difference between females and males in how often they are reverted after their seventh edit. The likelihood of the departure of a female editor, however, is not affected more than that of a male by reverts of edits that are genuine contributions (i.e. not considered vandalism).
- females are significantly more likely to be reverted for vandalizing Wikipedia’s articles and while males and females are temporarily blocked at similar rates, females are significantly more likely to be blocked permanently. In these cases, though, self-reported gender may be less reliable.

A second, unpublished paper addressing gender imbalance in Wikipedia ("Gender differences in Wikipedia editing") by Judd Antin and collaborators will be presented at WikiSym 2011.
"Bandwagon effect" spurs wiki adoption among Chinese-speaking users

In a paper titled "The Behavior of Wiki Users"[22], appearing in *Social Behavior and Personality: An International Journal*, two researchers from Taiwan used the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) "to explain why people use wikis", based on an online questionnaire distributed in July 2010 in various venues and to Wikipedians in particular. According to an online version of the article[23], the survey generated 243 valid responses from the Chinese-speaking world, which showed that – similar to previous results for other technologies – each of the following "had a positive impact on the intention to use wikis":

- Performance expectancy (measured by agreement to statements such as "Wikis, for example Wikipedia, help me with knowledge sharing and searches")
- Effort expectancy (e.g. "Wikis are easier to use than other word processors.")
- Facilitating conditions (e.g. "Other wiki users can help me solve technical problems.")
- User involvement (e.g. "Collaboration on wikis is exciting to me.")

The impact of user involvement was the most significant. Social influence (e.g. "The people around me use wikis") was not found to play a significant role. On the other hand, the researchers state that a person's general susceptibility to the "bandwagon effect" (measured by statements such as "I often follow others' suggestions") "can intensify the impact of [an already present] intention to use wikis on the actual use ... This can be explained in that users tend to translate their intention to use into actual usage when their inclination receives positive cues, but the intention alone is not sufficient for them to turn intention into action. ... people tend to be more active in using new technology when social cues exist. This is especially true for societies where obedience is valued, such as Taiwan and China."

In brief

- Mani Pande, a research analyst with the Wikimedia Foundation's Global Development Department, announced the final report from the latest Wikipedia Editor Survey. A dump with raw anonymized data[24] from the survey was also released by WMF (read the full coverage).
- In an article appearing in the *Communications of the ACM* with the title "Reputation systems for open collaboration", a team of researchers based at UCSC discuss the design of reputational incentives in open collaborative systems and review lessons learned from the development and analysis of two different kinds of reputation tools for Wikipedia (WikiTrust) and for collaborative participation in Google Maps (CrowdSensus).[25]
- A paper presented by a Spanish research team at *CISTI 2011* [26] presents results from an experiment in using Wikipedia in the classroom and reports on "how the cooperation of Engineering students in a Wikipedia editing project helped to improve their learning and understanding of physics".[27]
- Researchers from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology released an analysis and open dataset [28] of 33 language corpora extracted from Wikipedia.[29]
- A team from the University of Washington and UC Irvine will present a new tool at *WikiSym 2011* for vandalism detection and an analysis of its performance on a corpus of Wikipedia data from the Uncovering Plagiarism, Authorship, and Social Software Misuse (PAN) [30] workshop.[31]
- A paper in the *Journal of Oncology Practice*, titled "Patient-Oriented Cancer Information on the Internet: A Comparison of Wikipedia and a Professionally Maintained Database",[32] compared Wikipedia's coverage of ten cancer types with that of Physician Data Query (PDQ) [33], a database of peer-reviewed, patient-oriented summaries about cancer-related subjects which is run by the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI). Last year, the main results had already been presented at a conference, announced in a press release [34] and summarized in the *Signpost*: "Wikipedia's cancer coverage is reliable and thorough, but not very readable". In addition, the journal
article examines a few other aspects, e.g. that on search engines Google and Bing, "in more than 80% of cases, Wikipedia appeared above PDQ in the results list" for a particular form of cancer.

- A paper published in Springer's Lecture Notes in Computer Science presents a new link prediction algorithm for Wikipedia articles and discusses how relevant links to and from new articles can be inferred "from a combination of structural requirements and topical relationships".[35]
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What the most active female editors contribute

A paper addressing gender imbalance in Wikipedia ("Gender differences in Wikipedia editing") by Judd Antin and collaborators won the "Best Short Paper" award at WikiSym. This follows the awarding of "best full paper" to another study on the gender gap already covered in previous editions of the research newsletter. The study by Antin and collaborators sampled 256,190 users who created a new account on the English Wikipedia between September 2010 and February 2011 and qualitatively coded their contribution by category of wiki work. The results suggest that, whereas in the lower three quartiles by activity level men and women make roughly the same contributions in each category of wiki work, in the top quartile editors behave in a significantly different way. The researchers found that among the top 25% of Wikipedians by activity level:

- only 27% of all revisions are made by women;
- women tend to make larger revisions than men;
- top female editors make significantly larger revisions than men in at least two categories: "adding new content" and "rephrasing existing text"

Effects of reverts on wiki work

Another WikiSym 2011 paper by GroupLens researchers, including Summer of Research fellow Aaron Halfaker ("Don't bite the newbies: how reverts affect the quantity and quality of Wikipedia work"), reports on the effects of reverts on the quality and quantity of the work of Wikipedia editors, with a specific focus on newbies. The study uses a number of key metrics to assess the quality of editor contributions (using reverts per revision and Persistent Word Revisions or PWR, to measure the survival across revisions of words added by an editor, other than stop-word) and changes in editor activity (using a controlled activity delta that calculates an editor's variation of activity across weeks with respect to the week preceding the revert, normalized by the editor's daily rate of activity). The results point at the same time at the important role of reverts as a learning and quality improvement process but also at their negative effects on new contributors. Below are highlights from this study:
Compared with their activity prior to a revert, in the first week after a revert reverted editors decrease their activity by 0.1 standard deviations compared with an increase in a control group of non-reverted editors of about 0.3 standard deviations.

It matters who performs a revert: editors reverted by a registered editor do not recover to the average level of activity for at least one month, whereas editors reverted by anonymous users recover much faster.

Reverts affect the quality of one’s work: reverted editors are less likely to be reverted in the future (particularly in the week after the revert), whereas the probability of being reverted in the control group keeps growing every week. Reverted editors are also less likely to make important changes to an article after being reverted, compared with the control group. However, the productivity of reverted editors in the following weeks increases more rapidly than non-reverted editors.

Reverts affect newbies more negatively. Experienced editors are less affected by reverts on their average activity while newbies are significantly less likely to continue editing after a revert than experienced editors.

These results are consistent with the findings by Summer of Research fellows on the effects of community interactions with new Wikipedians.

**Further Wikipedia coverage at WikiSym 2011: Social dynamics and global reach**

The two papers on gender gap mentioned above will be presented in a session titled Understanding Wikipedia [5], along with other original works some of which were already reviewed in the research newsletter, such as a study by researchers from the University of Pennsylvania examining revision deletion in the English Wikipedia (see also the summary posted on AcaWiki [6], [7].

A second research session will be devoted to Wikipedia as a global phenomenon [8]. It will feature two papers focusing on Wikipedia's coverage of rapidly changing events such as the 2011 Egyptian revolution and the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami. The analysis of Wikipedia coverage of the Egyptian revolution, by a team of Italian researchers based in Trento (from the same lab that released the WikiTrip visualization [9], previously covered in the Signpost), is available as a preprint. [10]

**Link spam research with controversial genesis but useful results**

The "Wiki tools and interfaces [11]" session at WikiSym will see the presentation of a paper titled "Autonomous link spam detection in purely collaborative environments [12]." According to the five authors from the University of Pennsylvania, link spam is currently "an annoying, but non-pervasive issue", but could become a grave threat to Wikipedia if new spam techniques that were explored by some of them in another paper (see below) become more widespread.

Using the STiki software by one of the authors, which is already widely used as an anti-vandalism tool on the English Wikipedia, the researchers collected mainspace edits adding external links and extracted a corpus of 5,962 link additions classified as either ham or spam, using criteria such as whether the edit had been rolled back (to determine spam), or whether it had been added by a user with rollback rights (to determine ham). From this, the researchers derived numerous features that indicate link spamming behavior, in three areas: On-wiki evidence (including very simple metrics such as the URL’s length – spam links tend to be shorter – or that older and more popular articles are more likely to be targeted), properties of the landing page that the link points to (these were
found to be less useful), and classification from third-party sites, including Alexa and Google Safe Browsing. The backlinks data provided by Alexa proved to be most useful for the classifier that the authors went on to construct, and tested in a live implementation in the STiki tool. They conclude that "it is clear this work will benefit the Wikipedia community".

In another paper, presented earlier this month at CEAS '11, five authors from the same university including two of the same researchers examine the possibility of "Link spamming Wikipedia for profit [13]". They picture spam detection on Wikipedia as a pipelined process, with the MediaWiki spam blacklist as the first stage (currently containing around 17000 regular expressions), recent changes patrollers (often aided by software tools) as the next – often reacting within seconds after an edit, watchlisters as the third (within minutes to days), and finally review by normal readers as the last stage. Based on a spam/ham corpus constructed as in the other paper, this paper contains some further analysis of the characteristics of link spam destinations and spamming accounts, and of the exposure spammed links receive before they are removed (determined by both the link's lifespan and the popularity of the spammed page). The most sensitive part of the paper then leverages these results to "describe a novel and efficient spam model we estimate can significantly outperform status quo techniques", e.g. by rapidly adding links to exploit the time lag of Wikipedia's spam removal process, or targeting popular pages. In a nod to WP:BEANS, the researchers admit that "there is the possibility that we have introduced previously unknown vectors", but the "Ethical Considerations" section emphasizes that:

"It is in no way this research's intention to facilitate damage to Wikipedia or any wiki host. The vulnerabilities discussed in this section have been disclosed to Wikipedia's parent organization, the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF). Further, the WMF was notified regarding the publication schedule of this document and offered technical assistance."

The authors also point to the implementation of the spam mitigation tool described in the WikiSym article.

However, the paper fails to mention that last year, one of its authors conducted actual, extensive tests of spamming techniques on the English Wikipedia that are very similar to those outlined in the paper. The spam attacks gained the attention of several IT security news websites, and even involved setting up a fake webshop to measure how many Wikipedia readers would have carried out an actual purchase of the penis enlargement pills advertised in the links. The case led to the researcher's temporary ban as a Wikipedia user, later lifted by the arbitration committee, and informed the research guidelines drafted later that year by the Wikimedia Foundation's Research Committee. See Signpost coverage: "Large scale vandalism revealed to be 'study' by university researcher" (includes a background interview with the researcher).

How social ties influence admin votes

A paper by three researchers from the University of the Philippines Diliman[14], presented at the International Conference on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM 2011) two months ago, examined statistical relations between the voting behavior in requests for adminships (RfAs) and the on-wiki social contacts of participants. The paper includes a brief review of existing literature (in particular two papers which already studied the relation with existing social networks[15][16]). Drawing from a January 2008 dump of the English Wikipedia, they analyzed 2,587 elections conducted between 2004 and 2008 (48% of them successful, with 7,231 users voting or running in at least one RfA, and 80% of the final non-neutral votes being supportive), and "1,097,223 instances of communication between 265,155 distinct pairs of users" who had run or voted in an RfA – from user talk page messages, an undirected social graph was generated. Their results concern three areas:

- "Factors that motivate participation": As a first result, the researchers found that the number of a user's contacts who already voted in an RfA, and (more strongly) whether the user had been in contact with the candidate, "contribute positively to the probability of a user's participation in an election. This may be due to the fact that voters are inclined to support candidates with whom they are acquainted with."
• As "Factors that influence voting" (i.e. the support/oppose decision) the authors considered the numbers of "support" and "oppose" votes that a user's contacts have already cast when the user votes, and whether the user had been in contact with the candidate before. All yielded regression coefficients with the expected sign (acquaintance with the candidate weighing positively), and the authors conclude that "we can already explain voting behavior by just examining the immediate neighborhood of a voter", but note that "it is interesting to note that the presence of contacts who have voted negatively weighs more heavily compared with those who voted positively."

• Finally, the paper examined "Influential voters in the social network", by calculating various well-known social network metrics for both the "support" and "oppose" camps in each election ("degree, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, authority, hub, PageRank, clustering coefficient, and eigenvector centrality", averaged over all voters in each camp, and combined into a weighted difference). Closeness, PageRank, and eigenvector centrality were found to have the largest regression coefficients in predicting the outcome of an RfA, suggesting to the authors "that decisions of influential nodes can affect the outcome of the RfA process. Although it was not studied in this paper, a possible explanation for this result is that influential users may sway other users to vote the same way and this aggregate behavior may have an impact on the result of the election".

**Wikipedians' weekends in international comparison**

A paper titled "Temporal characterization of the requests to Wikipedia" examined how search requests, read accesses and edits on Wikipedia change over time, and relate to those at the entirety of Wikimedia sites (based on squid logs for the whole year of 2009, provided by the Wikimedia Foundation). Among findings are differences between language versions of Wikipedia, such as that the "number of edits tends to raise in weekends" for the French, Japanese, Dutch and Polish Wikipedia, but not for other languages. Another paper, titled "Circadian patterns of Wikipedia editorial activity: A demographic analysis"[^17], similarly analyzed "34 Wikipedias in different languages [trying] to characterize and find the universalities and differences in temporal activity patterns of editors", with the underlying data provided by the German Wikimedia chapter from the toolserver. They found that "in contrast to diurnal [daily] pattern, which is universal to a great extent, weekly activity patterns of WPs show remarkable differences. We could, however, identify two main categories, namely 'weekends' and 'working days' active WPs."

**In brief**

- **Gender bias in Wikipedia and Britannica**: An article by Joseph Reagle and Lauren Rhue titled "Gender bias in Wikipedia and Britannica" examines gender bias in biographical coverage, comparing the English Wikipedia and the Encyclopedia Britannica.[^19] The study suggests that "Wikipedia provides better coverage and longer articles, and that it typically has more articles on women than Britannica in absolute terms, but we also find that Wikipedia articles on women are more likely to be missing than are articles on men relative to Britannica". See the accompanying blog post[^20] with the full datasets used in this study.

- **Wikipedia as a potlatch**: Spanish researcher Felipe Ortega compares Wikipedia to the potlatch, a traditional gift-giving ceremony whose participants gain status based on the generosity of their gifting, in this blog post[^21] summarizing his new book with Joaquín Rodríguez ("El Potlatch Digital: Wikipedia y el Triunfo del Procomún y el Conocimiento Compartido" ["The Digital Potlatch: Wikipedia and the Triumph of Commons and Shared Knowledge"], published in Spanish by Ediciones Cátedra).[^22] Drawing from new qualitative research (interviews with editors of the Spanish Wikipedia) as well as existing quantitative research, the book concludes that recognizing the gifts Wikipedians make, through meritocracy and explicit acknowledgement, helps motivate participation.
How medical students edit Wikipedia: A paper published last month by the Kansas Journal of Medicine asked "Are students able and willing to edit Wikipedia to learn components of evidence-based practice?" In 2007 and 2008, two groups of senior medical students at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio participated in an exercise where they were asked "to place succinct summaries of [medical] studies in Wikipedia" (after a four hour introductory course on wikis). In a survey, 91% of them said that the project should be offered again in the next year, and 71% planned to edit Wikipedia again. (The authors caution that this group was self-selected.) The articles were examined two months after their edits, and 46% of the students had their contribution improved in some way, while "the pages edited by 62% of students had additional edits in response to incidental vandalism to the pages, but in no instance was the vandalism done to an edit by a student".

- Ethnography of wikiculture set free: Joseph Reagle's 2010 book on the cultural dynamics of Wikipedia, *Good Faith Collaboration*, is now freely available to read online, having been released under an accommodating Creative Commons licence (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0).

- Provenance for Wikipedia articles: A (closed access) doctoral dissertation defended at the University of Arizona presents a "domain ontology of provenance for Wikipedia based on the W7 model", building on the notion of the five Ws. The author applies this ontology to extract provenance for Wikipedia articles and to assess their quality, thereby identifying "several collaboration patterns that are preferable or detrimental for data quality".

- Geographies of the World's Knowledge: as already mentioned in last week's Signpost, the floatingsheep collective, in collaboration with the Oxford Internet Institute, released a report titled "Geographies of the World's Knowledge" visualizing the temporal and geographical distribution of Wikipedia articles. Drawing from roughly 1.5 million articles in a 2010 database download, the report revealed among other findings that more articles had been written about Antarctica (7,800) than any South American or African nation, that the country with the most internet users (China) accounted for barely 1% of articles, that its biographical articles overwhelmingly geolocate to Western Europe and, from the 18th century on, North America, and that vastly more biographies per year were written for the 20th and particularly the 21st century compared to preceding time periods. The report is released under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND license.

- Wikipedia found to have grown until 2007: A paper by a sociology researcher from the University of York, titled "Measuring the Development of Wikipedia", explores the development of the number of edits and the number of participants on the English Wikipedia from 2002 to 2007 (curiously asserting that "there is only 6 years data"). As first result, the research "reveals that the number of edits and the total number of participants both increased in Wikipedia from 2002 to 2007". The paper's most tangible contribution appears to consist of histograms plotting the number of users with a particular edit count in each of the years 2002 to 2007, which the author finds "are similar with the Pareto distribution in the shape, [and therefore] we assume that the participation situation in Wikipedia is one type of the Pareto Distribution". A large part of the four page paper (available for $26) is devoted to general explanations of this distribution. It also mentions the need to use a statistical method such as maximum likelihood estimation to confirm the optical impression that the histograms follow the Pareto distribution, but it remains unclear if the author actually carried this out. Also, despite emphasizing several times the importance of determining the changes in the \( k \) parameter over the years (a measure of the inequality
associated with the postulated Pareto distribution) — calling it "vital to model the participation situation in Wikipedia" — the actual values are never given. The abstract promises "an equation to predict future development trend of Wikipedia", but it remains unclear to this reviewer which equation this refers to.
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Wiki research beyond the English Wikipedia at WikiSym

WikiSym 2011, the “7th international symposium on wikis and open collaboration”, took place from October 3-5 at the Microsoft Research Campus in Silicon Valley (Mountain View, California). Although the conference's scope has broadened to include the study of open online collaborations that are not wiki-based, Wikipedia-related research still took up a large part of the schedule [1]. Several of the conference papers have already been reviewed in the September and August issues of this research overview, and the rest of the proceedings [2] have since become available online.

The workshop "WikiLit: Collecting the Wiki and Wikipedia Literature" [3]-[4], led by Phoebe Ayers and Reid Priedhorsky, explored the daunting task of collecting the scholarly literature pertaining to Wikipedia and wikis generally. Research about wikis can be difficult to find, since there are papers published in many fields (from sociology to computer science) and in many formats, from published articles to on-wiki community documents. There have been several attempts over the years to collect the wiki and Wikipedia literature, including on Wikipedia itself, but all such projects have suffered from not keeping up to date with the sheer volume of research that is published every year. While the workshop did not reach consensus on what platform to proceed with to build a sustainable system, there was agreement that this is an important topic for the research and practitioner community, and the group developed a list of requirements [3] that such a system should have. The workshop followed and extended discussions on the wiki-research-l [5] mailing list earlier this year on the topic.

In a panel titled "Apples to Oranges?: Comparing across studies of open collaboration/peer production" [6]-[7], six US-based scholars reviewed the state of this field of research. Among the takeaways were a call to study failed collaboration projects more often instead of focusing research on successful "anomalies" like Wikipedia, and – especially in the case of Wikipedia – to broaden research to non-English projects.

Another workshop, titled "Lessons from the classroom: successful techniques for teaching wikis using Wikipedia" [8]-[9] was a retrospective on the Wikimedia Foundation's Public Policy Initiative.

Among the conference papers not mentioned before in this newsletter are:

- "Mentoring in Wikipedia: a clash of cultures" [10], a paper which "draw[s] insights from the offline mentoring literature to analyze mentoring practices in Wikipedia and how they influence editor behaviors. Our quantitative analysis of the Adopt-a-user program shows mixed success of the program".
Wikipedia-related posters included

- "A scourge to the pillar of neutrality: a WikiProject fighting systemic bias"\[^{12}\] presenting preliminary findings from an ongoing survey and interviews among members of the WikiProject Countering systemic bias.
- Another poster presentation planned to analyze the contributions of the members of this WikiProject to see what kind of systemic bias they might exhibit themselves ("Places on the map and in the cloud: representations of locality and geography in Wikipedia"\[^{13}\]).
- "Participation in Wikipedia's article deletion processes"\[^{14}\] found that "the deletion process is heavily frequented by a relatively small number of longstanding users" and that "the vast majority of [speedily] deleted articles are not spam, vandalism, or 'patent nonsense', but rather articles which could be considered encyclopedic, but do not fit the project's standards".
- "Exploring underproduction in Wikipedia"\[^{15}\] examined "two key circumstances in which collective production can fail to respond to social need: when goods fail to attain high quality despite (1) high demand or (2) explicit designation by producers as highly important".

**Quality of drug information in Wikipedia**

A study entitled "Accuracy and completeness of drug information in Wikipedia: an assessment"\[^{16}\] in this month's issue of the *Journal of the Medical Library Association* of five widely prescribed statins found that while these Wikipedia drug articles are generally accurate, they are incomplete and inconsistent. The study's authors conclude:

> Because the entries on the five most commonly prescribed statins lacked important information, the authors recommend that consumers should seek other sources and not rely solely on Wikipedia.

The main criticism by the study is that most of the articles lacked sufficient information on adverse effects, contraindications, and drug interactions and this lack of information might harm the consumer. These criticisms echo earlier ones (two similar studies reported in the *Signpost*: "Pharmacological study criticizes reliability of Wikipedia articles about the top 20 drugs", "Wikipedia drug coverage compared to Medscape, found wanting"). However the authors did note the benefit of Wikipedia hypertext links to additional information that most other web sources on drug information lack and in addition noted that all the Wikipedia articles contained references to peer reviewed journals and other reliable sources. Hence overall, the latest study is somewhat more positive than the earlier two.
Predicting editor survival: The winners of the Wikipedia Participation Challenge

The Wikimedia Foundation announced the winner of the Wikipedia Participation Challenge. The data competition, organized in partnership with Kaggle and the 2011 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining [17], asked data scientists to use Wikipedia editor data and develop an algorithm to predict the number of future edits, and in particular one that correctly predicts who will stop editing and who will continue to edit (see the call for submissions [18]). The response was overwhelming, with 96 participating teams, comprising in total 193 people who jointly submitted 1029 entries (listed in the competition's leaderboard [19]).

The brothers Ben and Fridolin Roth (from team prognoZit) developed the winning algorithm. They developed a linear regression model using Python and GNU Octave. The algorithm used 13 features (2 based on reverts and 11 based on past editing behavior) to predict future editing activity. Both the source code [20] and a description of the algorithm are available. Unfortunately, because it relied on patterns in the training dataset that would not be present in the actual one, the model's ongoing use is severely restricted.

Second place went to Keith Herring [21]. Submitting only 3 entries, he developed a highly accurate model, using random forests, and utilizing a total of 206 features. His model shows that a randomly selected Wikipedia editor who has been active in the past year has approximately an 85 percent probability of becoming inactive (no new edits) in the following 5 months. The most informative features captured both the edit timing and volume of an editor's activity.

The challenge also announced two Honourable Mentions for participants who only used open source software. The first Honourable Mention went to Dell Zang [22] (team zeditor) who used a machine learning technique called gradient boosting. His model mainly uses recent past editor activity. The second Honourable Mention went to Roopesh Ranjan and Kalpit Desai (team Aardvarks). Using Python and R, they too developed a random forest model. Their model used 113 features, mainly based on the number of reverts and past editor activity (see its full description).

All the documentation and source code has been made available on the main entry page for the WikiChallenge.

What it takes to become an admin: Insights from the Polish Wikipedia

A team of researchers based at the Polish Japanese Institute of Information Technology [23] (PJIIT) published a study presented at SocInfo 2011 looking at Requests for Adminship (RfA) discussions in the Polish Wikipedia. [24] The paper presents a number of statistics about adminship in the Polish Wikipedia since the RfA procedure was formalized (2005), including the rejection rate of candidates across different rounds, the number of candidates and votes over the years and the distribution of tenure and experience of candidates for adminship. The results indicate that it was far more complicated to obtain admin status in 2010 than it was in previous years, and that tenure required to be a successful RfA candidate has soared dramatically: "the mean number of days since registration to receiving adminship is nearly five times larger than it was five years before".

The remainder of the paper studies RfA discussions by comparing the social network of participants based on their endorsement (vote-for) or rejection (vote-against) of a given candidate with an implicit social network derived from
three different types of relations between contributors (trust, criticism and acquaintance). The goal is to measure to what extent these different kinds of relations can predict voting behavior in the context of RfA discussions. The findings suggest that "trust" and "acquaintance" (measured respectively as the amount of edits by an editor in the vicinity of those by the other editor and as the amount of discussions between two contributors) are significantly higher in votes-for than in votes-against. Conversely, "criticism" (measured as the number of edits made by one author and reverted by another editor) is significantly higher in votes-against than in votes-for.

This study complements research on the influence of social ties on adminship discussions reviewed in the past edition of the research newsletter.

**High search engine rankings of Wikipedia articles found to be justified by quality**

An article titled "Ranking of Wikipedia articles in search engines revisited: Fair ranking for reasonable quality?", by two professors for information research from the Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (which appeared earlier this year in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology and is now available as open access, also in form of a recent arxiv preprint[25]) addresses "the fiercely discussed question of whether the ranking of Wikipedia articles in search engines is justified by the quality of the articles". The authors recall an earlier paper coauthored by one of them[26] that had found Wikipedia to be "by far the most popular" host in search engine results pages (in the US): In "1000 queries, Yahoo showed the most Wikipedia results within the top 10 lists (446), followed by MSN/Live (387), Google (328), and Ask.com (255)". They then set out to investigate "whether this heavy placement is justified from the user's perspective". First, they re-purposed the results of a 2008 paper of the first author,[27] where students had been asked to judge the relevance of search engine results for 40 queries collected in 2007, restricting them to the search results that consisted of Wikipedia articles – all of them from the German version. They found that "Wikipedia results are judged much better than the average results at the same ranking position" by the jurors, and that

"The data indicates that contrary to the assumption that Wikipedia articles show up too often in the search engines' results, the search engines could even think of improving their results through providing more Wikipedia results in the top positions."

In order to conduct a more thorough investigation (the 2008 assessments having only focused on the criterion of relevance), the present paper sets out to develop a set of quality criteria for the evaluation of Wikipedia articles by human jurors. It first gives an overview of existing literature about the information quality of Wikipedia, and of encyclopedias in general, identifying four main criteria that several pre-2002 works about the quality of reference works agreed on. Interestingly, "accuracy" was not among them, an omission explained by the authors by the difficulty of fact-checking an entire encyclopedia. From this, the authors derive a set of 14 evaluation criteria, incorporating both the general criteria from the literature about reference works and internal Wikipedia criteria such as the status of being a featured/good article, the verifiability of the content and the absence of original research. These were then applied by the jurors (two last year undergraduate students with experience in similar coding tasks) to 43 German Wikipedia articles that had appeared in the 2007 queries, in their state at that time. While "the evaluated Wikipedia articles achieve a good score overall", there were "noticeable differences in quality among the examples in the sample" (the paper contains interesting discussions of several strengths and weaknesses according to the criteria set, e.g. the conjecture that the low score on "descriptive, inspiring/interesting" writing could be attributed to "the German academic style. A random comparison with the English version of individual articles seems to support this interpretation").

The authors conclude:

"In general, our study could confirm that the ranking of Wikipedia articles in search engines is justified by a satisfactory overall quality of the articles. ... In answer to research question 4b, 4c ("Is the ranking appropriate? Are good entries ranked high enough?"), we can say that the rankings in search engines are at least appropriate."
Both the search engine ranking data and the evaluated Wikipedia article revisions are somewhat dated, referring to January 2007 (the authors themselves note that it "could well be that in the meantime search engines reacted to that fact [the potential of improving results by ranking Wikipedia higher] and further boosted Wikipedia results", and also that regarding the German Wikipedia, the search engine results did not take into account possible effects of the introduction of stable versions in 2008).

**Attempts to predict the outcome of AfD discussions from an article's edit history**

A master's thesis defended by Ashish Kumar Ashok, a student in computing at Kansas State University, describes machine learning methods to determine how the final outcome of an Article for Deletion (AfD) discussion is affected by the editing history of the article. The thesis considers features such as the structure of the graph of revisions of an article (based on text changed, added or removed), the number of edits of the article, the number of disjoint edits (according to some contiguity definition), as well as properties of the corresponding AfD, such as the number of !votes and the total length of words used by participants in AfD who expressed their preference to keep, merge or delete the article. Different types of classifiers based on the above features are applied to a small sample of 64 AfD discussions from the 1 August 2011 deletion log. The results of the analysis indicate that the performance of the classifiers does not significantly improve by considering any of the above features in addition to the sheer number of !votes, which limits the scope and applicability of the methods explored in this work to predict the outcome of AfD discussions. The author suggests that datasets larger than the sample considered in this study should be obtained in order to assess the validity of these methods.

**In brief**

- **Why did Wikipedia succeed while others failed?:** In a presentation on October 11 at the Berkman Center for Internet and Society ("Almost Wikipedia: What Eight Collaborative Encyclopedia Projects Reveal About Mechanisms of Collective Action", with video), MIT researcher and Wikimedia Foundation advisory board member Benjamin Mako Hill presented preliminary results of his research comparing Wikipedia and seven other Internet encyclopedia projects or proposals that did not take off, based on interviews with the projects' founders as well as examinations of their archives. The event was summarised for the Nieman Journalism Lab (reprinted in Business Insider), and in the Signpost: "The little online encyclopaedia that could". Hill later gave a shorter (ca. 12min) talk about the same topic at the "Digital commons" forum (see below): video, slides.

- **"Digital Commons" conference:** On October 29-30, the "Building Digital Commons" conference took place in Barcelona, organized by Catalan Wikimedians and Wikimedia Research Committee member Mayo Fuster Morell, and supported by the Wikimedia Foundation. The program featured several presentations about Wikipedia research; further online documentation is expected to become available later.

- **Placement of categories examined:** A paper from two computer science researchers based at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven examines the order in which categories are placed on a Wikipedia article and reports on connections between a category's position in this list and "its persistence within the article, age, popularity, size, and descriptiveness". The order in which categories are added is not determined by any explicit rule. However, the research found, older, more persistent and more exclusive categories are consistently placed in lower positions. Categories appearing at lower positions also tend to do so across all the articles they contain and they include articles that are more similar to each other in terms of category overlap.

- **Visualizing semantic data:** A team from the UCSB Department of Computer Science recently presented a tool visualizing rich semantic data about Wikipedia articles, designed to "inform the user of interesting contextual information pertaining to the current article, and to provide a simple way to introduce and/or repair semantic relations between wiki articles". The tool builds on structured data represented via templates, categories and infoboxes and queried via DBpedia. By supporting collaborative editing of rich semantic data and one-click semantic updates of Wikipedia articles, the tool aims to bridge the gap between Wikipedia and DBpedia. The source code of the tool doesn't appear to be publicly released.
• Wikipedia literature review: Owen S. Martin posted to arXiv a 28-page Wikipedia literature review [39] towards his Ph.D. in statistics. [40] About half the paper gives an overview of Wikipedia's database structure; the remainder reviews about 30 recent papers from the perspective of assessing their quality, trust, semantic extraction, governance, economic implications and epistemological implications.

• Vandalism detection contest: An “Overview of the 2nd International Competition on Wikipedia Vandalism Detection” has been published [41].

• Matching Wikipedia articles to Geonames entries: A four-page paper by two researchers from Hokkaido University [42] explored the problem of “merging Wikipedia’s Geo-entities and GeoNames” to form a large geographical database. This is already being done by the YAGO (Yet Another Great Ontology) database, but the paper uses additional data beyond the article name, such as categories and disambiguation pages on Wikipedia, in order to identify further matching pairs missed in YAGO (and in the process found several errors in GeoNames).

• Attempt to examine evolution of key activities in Wikipedia: A paper titled "Governing Complex Social Production in the Internet: The Emergence of a Collective Capability in Wikipedia" [43] (presented last month at the "Decade in Internet Time" symposium at the Oxford Internet Institute) undertakes "an exploratory theoretical analysis to clarify the structure and mechanisms driving the endogenous change of [Wikipedia]", using the framework of capability theory to construct six hypotheses such as "the membership in group(s) of contributors that take up governance tasks varies less than in those revolving on content production". These are then tested empirically by applying a clustering algorithm to monthly snapshots of the English Wikipedia (until 2009) "to identify distinct groupings of contributors at each month". However, the clustering algorithm leaves out a group of users "that covers all the observed domains of activity" and "despite its relatively small share of overall contributor population ... provides the majority of the work", which leads the authors to dub it "the core editors of Wikipedia".
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Quantifying quality collaboration patterns, systemic bias, POV pushing, the impact of news events, and editors' reputation

With contributions by: Tbayer, Hfordsa, DarTar and Romanesco

Collaboration pattern analysis: Editor experience more important than "many eyes"

A paper titled "Characterizing Wikipedia Pages using Edit Network Motif Profiles"[1] by three researchers from University College Dublin indicates that the quality of a Wikipedia article can be predicted from characteristics of its "edit network" – a graph derived from the collaboration of Wikipedians in that area. Network motifs are small graphs which occur particularly frequently as sub-graphs of networks of a certain kind, and can be regarded as its building blocks in some sense. (The concept is popular in bioinformatics, where it is applied to gene regulatory networks.) In this paper, the authors use graphs with at most five nodes consisting of users and articles, which are connected by an edge if the user has edited the article – giving 17 possible "Wikipedia network motifs". (Anonymous users are disregarded.) For a Wikipedia article, the researchers form an "ego network" consisting of that article, articles which link to it (and have been edited by at least one of the users who edited the core article), and the users who edited them. For a sample of around 2000 articles from the History and United States categories, the frequencies of the 17 "Wikipedia network motifs" in those article's "ego networks" were calculated.

Using machine learning techniques, the researchers are able to discern with some certainty articles of basic quality (defined as having been assessed as Start class by Wikipedians) from those of good quality (defined as Featured or B class), solely based on this set of motif frequencies in the article's edit network. Looking at the impact of each of the 17 types separately, they found that "all network motifs have some potential to discriminate between good and basic Wikipedia articles" in the sample, but that among the four best predicting motifs, three are "stars with editors at their centre":

"This is interesting because it shows that many eyes is not really the defining characteristic of quality; instead experience is important – the editors should have worked on many other articles."

Another section of the paper constructs spatializations of the sample (i.e. a two-dimensional mapping where articles with similar motif frequency are close to each other). For the history articles sample, this visualization clearly separated B class and Start class articles, but Featured articles are "more spread out", with two clusters on opposite sides of the diagram. The researchers made the interesting discovery that this seems related to the assessed importance of the articles:

"It transpires that the Featured Articles on the left are inclined to be low or mid importance compared to high or top importance articles on the right. This niche characteristic is emphasized by the fact that these articles are inclined not to have been featured on the Wikipedia main page. We conclude from this that, at least in edit network terms, some low importance Featured Articles look like more ordinary articles. ... It seems that articles on niche topics can reach Featured Article status without a huge amount of collaboration."
Systemic bias quantified for twenty language Wikipedias

A paper titled "Cultural Configuration of Wikipedia: Measuring Autoreferentiality in Different Languages"[2] by two researchers from the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, published in the proceedings of the "Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing" conference and apparently based on the first author's masters thesis[3] attempts to test the hypothesis that "contributing for the visibility of the own national or language related content" is among the motivations to participate in Wikipedia. According to the authors, "some informal surveys in Catalan WP association 'Amical Viquipèdia' showed how the national topics were a focus of interest for writing and conflict". They propose the concept of "autoreferentiality" "to describe the interest of a culture on itself, which in WP translates to the interest of editors for their own local content in a WP language edition", and set out to measure it by various quantitative features, which are first defined on the article level and then tested on a selection of articles that are assumed to be "local content", using the Java-based WikAPIdia [4] tool. (This set is formed by starting with a few keywords clearly pertaining to the local language, and then including articles which share categories – as examples from their own language, the authors list "catalunya", "català", and also "valencia" or "mallorquí" as start words, which "would retrieve titles in articles and categories like "escriptors de catalunya" or "dret català", referring to writers and law"). Among the tested quantitative features are:

- "Isolation", based on the number of interwiki links
- "Effort", based on the size of the article and the number of internal links it contains
- "Prominence", based on the number of incoming wikilinks, the number of categories where the article is a member, and its PageRank
- "Edition", a measure of how diverse the authorship of an article is, specified as the smallest number of editors who together contribute 80% of the page's edits (assuming to be lower for local content because it is edited by "highly motivated users")

The paper applies the eventual formula to Wikipedias in twenty languages – the English language edition is excluded "due to its size and difficulties in processing in all dimensions", and the second and third largest Wikipedias (German and French) are missing as well. In the final "autoreferentiality index", the Icelandic, Japanese and Swahili Wikipedias come out as the most local-focused among these twenty, while, curiously, the Catalan edition which prompted the research question has the lowest autoreferentiality value.

Does "In the news"-like attention have a positive effect on article quality?

A five page paper[5] by a Ph.D. student in Computer Science at the University of Iowa examines "The Impact of Heavy Editorial Events on Wikipedia Page Quality" – for example the flurry of edits to the article Elizabeth Taylor after the actor's death in March 2011. To measure quality, the approach of an earlier paper[6] is used, which assigns article contributors a reputation value depending on how many of their earlier contributions have been deleted, and by whom, and also takes into account whether the article revision in question was reverted later. The resulting formula was applied to "high editorial events" in 100 articles of the English Wikipedia, from the start of Wikipedia in 2001 until the beginning of 2010. As expected, the data supported the hypothesis that "high editorial events would contribute positively to a page's quality". The five articles impacted most positively among the studied sample (biased toward the beginning of the alphabet) were art, Allen Ginsberg, anarcho-capitalism, chiropractic and death. The paper also found that a higher increase in the edit rate was associated with a higher quality increase, but does not address the question of whether the relation could be explained by the mere number of edits (i.e. whether the same number of edits over a longer time might have had the same effect).
Detecting POV pushing editors

A working paper posted this month to ArXiv with the title "Pushing Your Point of View: Behavioral Measures of Manipulation in Wikipedia" presents a method to score the neutrality of Wikipedia contributors and to "detect potential POV pushing behavior". The authors propose two metrics to quantify an editor's involvement in controversial topics. The first metric (Controversy score or C-score) measures the amount of attention spent by an individual editor on controversial articles, where controversiality is defined on the basis of several quantitative factors previously established in the literature. The second metric (Clustered Controversy score or CC-score) quantifies the focus of an editor's attention on controversial articles on the same topic or very similar topics: the purpose of this metric is to tease apart editors involved in genuine controversy resolution (such as administrators who are likely to participate in a broad range of discussions on controversial topics) from "potentially manipulative users" who focus their attention on a narrow set of controversial topics. To assess the validity of the above metrics the authors test their discriminatory power at identifying which editors are blocked and which are regular users who were never blocked. The remainder of the paper examines the breakdown of edits by administrators immediately after a successful Request for Adminship. The results, based on qualitative coding by a single reviewer, suggests that some topical areas in the English Wikipedia (such as politics and media) are more likely to be frequently edited by administrators with a high C-score and CC-score than any other topical categories.

Historian of encyclopedias reviews Good Faith Collaboration

The most recent issue of *Annals of Science* (a scholarly journal about the history of science and technology, founded in 1936) contains a four-page review of Joseph Reagle's book *Good Faith Collaboration: The Culture of Wikipedia* (published in 2010 and recently released on the Web under a CC-BY-NC-SA license). The reviewer Jeff Loveland, who has written extensively about the early history of encyclopedias, criticizes the book for having "one major weakness, namely in historical contextualization" (he mentions two 18th-century precedents which should have been given more attention, as they, like Wikipedia, intended to include contributions from the public: Vincenzo Coronelli's *Biblioteca Universale* and Zedler's *Universal-Lexicon*) – and rejects Reagle's claim that "historically, reference works have made few claims about neutrality as a stance of collaboration, or as an end result": "References to such values as impartiality, unbiasedness and objectivity are frequent in the prefaces of encyclopaedias over the last three hundred years". On the other hand, the reviewer praises the book for "com[ing] close to offering" a comprehensive introduction to Wikipedia, "touching as it does on nearly all aspects of the encyclopaedia" and he commends the author's writing style as "informal, energetic and appropriately paced". The "insightful and worthwhile" ethnography of Wikipedia is highlighted as the second success of the book.

Regarding chapter 3 of the book, which postulates Neutral Point of View and Assume Good Faith as the two principles at "the heart of Wikipedia collaboration", the review recommends "Anne Goldgar's study of conduct as a force binding together the early modern Republic of Letters in *Impolite Learning* (1995) [as] an interesting point of comparison" regarding "the historical connection between knowledge and civility". Commenting on chapter 7, which examines criticism of Wikipedia, Loveland observes that "the portrayal by critics of a possible Wikipedian collective intelligence as anti-individualistic, or anti-rationalistic seems opportunistic and off-the-mark. Meanwhile, Wikipedia now bears the brunt of a refurbished but centuries-old accusation against encyclopaedias, namely that they trivialize and fragment knowledge."

Briefly

- **Automatically assessing editors' reputations**: Wöhner, Thomas and Köhler present new metrics for automatic reputation assessment of Wikipedia editors. They evaluate seven potential metrics for reputation assessment including editing frequency and contribution to high-quality articles, plus new metrics that they conceived including 'efficiency' which they define as 'the portion of an author's contribution that is persistent and quantifies the acceptance of the author within the Wikipedia community.' They evaluate the metrics using a database of the
Germany Wikipedia from January, 2008 and tested their metrics against Wikipedia's internal user classification of blocked users, administrators and anonymous users. They conclude that editing efficiency is most significant for reputation assessment since it was able to distinguish between blocked and regular authors with an accuracy rate of 86%. [12]

- Students reflect on Wikipedia assignments: Chen and Reber present the results of a pilot study where students from a Norwegian and a German university were asked to reflect on their experience writing a Wikipedia article as a course assignment. They provide the results of two independent judges who analyzed the written reflections of students on ten dimensions including: relevance for society, learning outcome and difficulty, among others. The authors conclude that students were highly motivated by the task and 'have learned much about the topic that they wrote about'. [13]

- Too few newbies?: A paper titled "Too Few New Wikipedians? Modelling Effort and Participation in Wikipedia"[14] evaluates "the efficiency of the Wikipedia projects in different languages in transforming inputs (people using the Internet) into outputs (articles). We find a decreasing return to scale in the biggest projects, but the size or the age of the projects are not the main explanation for the variations in efficiency we see."

- How student editors use sources: synthesis vs plagiarism: Sormunen and Lehtio report the findings of a pilot study on how Finnish secondary-school students use sources when they are required to contribute to Wikipedia as part of their coursework. They interviewed, observed, and analyzed the work of 11 groups of students, and found that: (1) the students relied almost exclusively on Web sources, (2) a sizable fraction (33%) of their work was copied verbatim (or very lightly edited) from their sources, (3) 30% of sources used were not cited at all. The dataset in this study is extremely small and the sample was not designed to be at all representative. Still, the conclusions are disconcerting, especially considering the recent controversy over student plagiarism in a related Wikipedia writing program (Signpost coverage: "A post-mortem on the Indian Education Program pilot"). The interviews with the students could potentially provide insight into why student plagiarism occurs. [15]

- Tracking changes in Wikipedia: A student thesis in Computer Science at the University of Dresden[16] describes the prototype of a software that tracks and categorizes edits on Wikipedia – trying, among other things, to detect articles that are being affected by external events. In a test sample containing articles that had been subject to major news events in recent years, such as Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant or Dominique Strauss-Kahn, "about 74% of the events ... have been detected and about 68% of these detected events (74%) are recognized correctly."

- Gendered language on Wikipedia: Several Wikimedians have announced [17] a study titled "Mind the Gap(s)! Writing Styles of Female Editors on Wikipedia," [18] applying algorithms that try to classify a text as "male" or "female" (based on the frequency of "male keywords" and "female keywords") to text contributions by editors who state their gender on their user page (1,119 females and 722 males). Among the conclusions: "While the data is insufficient to reach the conclusion that Wikipedia attracts females who code their language usage as male in all circumstances on-wiki and off-wiki, we have shown that females use a more male style of writing when writing for Wikipedia."
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Mental health information on Wikipedia more accurate than Britannica and Kaplan & Sadock psychiatry textbook

In an article for Psychological Medicine,[1] ten researchers from the University of Melbourne conclude that "the quality of information on depression and schizophrenia on Wikipedia is generally as good as, or better than, that provided by centrally controlled websites, Encyclopaedia Britannica and a psychiatry textbook."

The study focused on ten mental health topics (e.g. "antidepressants and suicide in young people" or "side effects of antipsychotics"), five each in the areas of depression and schizophrenia. "Using the topic terms (or synonyms) as key words for the searches or through manual browsing, content relating to these topics was extracted from [Wikipedia and 13 other websites] selected for prominent Google results for [depression and schizophrenia] and from the most recent edition of Kaplan & Sadock's Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry ... and the online version of Encyclopaedia Britannica" by two reviewers. For both depression and schizophrenia, three psychologists with clinical and research expertise in that area evaluated these extracts on accuracy, up-to-dateness, breadth of coverage, referencing and readability, on a scale from 1 to 5 ("e.g. Accuracy: 1 = many errors of fact or unsubstantiated opinions, 3=some..."
errors of fact or unsubstantiated opinions, 5 = all information factually accurate"). As in an earlier study of the quality of health information on Wikipedia (Signpost coverage: "Wikipedia's cancer coverage is reliable and thorough, but not very readable"), readability was also measured using a Flesch–Kincaid readability test, which is calculated from word and sentence lengths.

For both depression and schizophrenia, Wikipedia scored highest in the accuracy, up-to-dateness, and references categories – surpassing all other resources, including WebMD, NIMH, the Mayo Clinic and Britannica online. In breadth of coverage, it was behind Kaplan & Saddock and others for both areas. And "of the online resources, Wikipedia was rated the least readable [by the human reviewers], although some of its topics received an average rating." Likewise, the Wikipedia content had relatively high Flesch–Kincaid Grade Level indices (around 16 for schizophrenia and 15 for depression – indicating that a tertiary level of education is necessary to understand the content), similar to that of Britannica but higher than most other resources examined.

The authors note that their "findings largely parallel those of other recent studies of the quality of health information on Wikipedia" (citing eight such studies published between 2007 and 2010):

"Despite variability in the methodologies and conclusions of these studies, the overall implication is that Wikipedia articles on health topics typically contain relatively few factual errors, although they may lack breadth of coverage. ... Given the number of patients, would-be patients and concerned others using the internet to search for information on health issues, it seems that Wikipedia is an appropriate recommendation as an information source."

Psychologists gauge impact of Wikipedia's Rorschach test coverage

A paper in the Journal of Personality Assessment[2] tried to assess the impact of the Wikipedia article Rorschach test on psychologists' use of that test. As summarized by the authors, "In the summer of 2009, an emergency room physician [User:Jmh649 - James Heilman, MD] posted images of all 10 Rorschach inkblots on [...] Wikipedia. The images were accompanied by descriptions of "common responses" to each blot. ... a fierce debate ensued between some psychologists who claimed that posting the inkblots is a threat to test security and other individuals, including some psychologists and other mental health professionals, who argued that all information should be freely available, including full details of the Rorschach". (In fact, the debates on whether to display versions of the inkblots in the article go back to at least 2005, at first accompanied by rather spurious copyright claims - Rorschach died in 1922.) The authors note that the inkblots had already been revealed to the general public in a 1980s book and cite an earlier study[3] that had found "particularly damaging information" about personality assessment tests on the Internet as early as 2000, "including examples of test stimuli from... the Rorschach" (presumably including this site[4]). Still, "Internet coverage of the Rorschach appeared to grow exponentially during" the 2009 debate about the Wikipedia article, which made it to the front page of the New York Times (Signpost coverage: "Rorschach test dispute reported").

The first part of the study examined the top 50 Google search results for "Rorschach"[5] (excluding "watchmen" in order to filter out results about a comic book and film) and "inkblot test"[6], coding them into four levels representing the "threat each site presents to test security and the extent to which the content of the site might aid an individual in dissimulating on the Rorschach". 44% of the sites were classified as Level 0 ("no threat"), e.g. home page of bands with "Rorschach" in their name, and 15% as Level 1 ("minimal threat"). The 22% Level 2 ("indirect threat") sites which "tended to discuss test procedures more explicitly" apparently included "several 'official' Rorschach Web sites, where one is able to register for Continuing Education Rorschach workshops, [and which] also
allow visitors to purchase materials that contain sensitive test information. For example, certain training Web sites allow individuals to purchase training texts and instructional media without requiring a license or other professional credentials. The authors find it "disturbing" that many sites in this threat category "were authored by psychologists". 19% of the sites were classified as the highest level, "direct threat", e.g. many that contained depictions of one or more Rorschach inkblots, or specific information about how responses are interpreted. Together with results about the high percentage of Internet users consulting Wikipedia for health information (36% in the US in 2007 according to Pew research), the authors conclude that "we can no longer presume that examinees have not been exposed to this information prior to an assessment".

The second part of the study likewise starts out with a Google News search for "Rorschach" and "Wikipedia", noting that "of the 25 news stories reviewed, 13 included one or more of the Rorschach inkblots, with Card I as the most frequently displayed", and eventually arriving at five media stories about the controversy which allowed readers' comments ([7], [8], [9], [10], [11]). The altogether 520 comments on these stories were "coded according to the opinion expressed by the writer regarding each of the following categories: (a) the field of psychology, (b) psychologists, and (c) the Rorschach." While the vast majority did not state a clear opinion on the first two categories, the authors note that "Of those comments that did express an opinion toward psychologists [ca. 16%] most were overwhelmingly negative." Many more of the commenters on the Wikipedia/Rorschach news stories expressed an opinion about the test itself: "In total, 182 (35%) of comments were classified as unfavorable toward the Rorschach, whereas only 55 (11%) were coded as favorable toward the Rorschach. The remaining 283 (54%) comments were categorized as neutral or not mentioned." Among those who identified as mental health professionals, 61% expressed a favorable opinion about the test and 15% a negative one.

Asked for his comment on the paper, Heilman said: "My main criticism of their paper is that they seem to take as axiomatic that exposure to these images hurts test reliability without any real evidence to back it up. Otherwise it is an interesting piece." (The paper includes a section reviewing literature on "the impact of 'coaching' on psychological tests", however it does not mention results pertaining specifically to the Rorschach test, and mostly concerns subjects who deliberately try to "cheat" on such tests, rather than those who have accidentally been exposed to a test's material before.)

Spell-checking the English Wikipedia

University of Nebraska-Lincoln MBA candidate Jon Stacey reports on the results of a proof-of-concept tool to measure the rate of misspelled words in the English Wikipedia over time. A text parser (code available for download) was applied to a random sample of 2,400 articles. Instead of considering the latest revision, a random revision from the history of each article was used. The final corpus was obtained by stripping markup and non-ASCII characters as well as article sections such as the references and table of contents. Words were matched against a dictionary obtained by manually combining 12dicts and SCOWL (source) with Wiktionary.

The results show that the percentage of misspellings has been growing steadily, reaching 6.23% for revisions created in 2011. Several weaknesses with the method are discussed, including the lack of Unicode support, the high rate of false positives, and the possibility that the rising rate might be associated with a rise in the complexity of content. The concluding remarks speculate on how semi-automated spell-checking may support editorial work at a large scale. (Wikipedians have used lists of common misspellings for many years, also integrated in semi-automatic editing tools such as AutoWikiBrowser.)
In related news, the developers of an open-source multilingual proofreading application called LanguageTool\textsuperscript{[17]} released a beta application for proofreading Wikipedia articles. wikiCheck\textsuperscript{[12]} proofreads articles from the English and German Wikipedias based on a set of customizable syntax and grammar rules. A bookmarklet is available to access the application from a browser.

### Wikipedians are "smart but fun", and have expertise in topics they edit

Three researchers from Stanford University and Yahoo! Research used a novel method to construct "a data-driven portrait of Wikipedia editors", as described in a preprint currently undergoing review for publication.\textsuperscript{[18]} While earlier studies relied on Wikipedians participating in surveys (and identifying themselves as such), the authors mined data from users of the Yahoo! Toolbar for Wikipedia URLs containing an \texttt{&action=submit} parameter, thereby arriving at a sample of 1900 editors of the English Wikipedia.

Their first main finding is that "on broad average, Wikipedia editors seem, on the one hand, more sophisticated than usual Web users, reading more news, doing more Web search, and looking up more things in dictionaries and other reference works; on the other hand, they are also deeply immersed in pop culture, spending much online time on music- and movie-related websites." However, these "entertainment lovers ... form only a highly specialized subgroup that contributes many edits".

Based on the toolbar data, the paper also tries to answer the question "Do Wikipedia editors know their domain?" and related questions, positively: "across all topical domains Wikipedia editors show significant expertise. ... We also show that more substantial edits tend to come from experts", and that logged-in editors show more expertise than IP editors. A final result is that "About half of the click chains culminating in an edit start with a Web search, with the other half originating on Wikipedia's main page."

### Wikipedia as a database for structured biological data

A special issue of \textit{Nucleic Acids Research} features 11 articles describing how wikis and collaborative technology can be used to enhance biological databases. A commentary by Robert Finn, Paul Gardner and Alex Bateman\textsuperscript{[19]} discusses in particular how to leverage Wikipedia, its collaborative infrastructure and large editor community to better integrate articles and biological data entries: the authors argue that the project offers an opportunity for crowdsourcing the curation and annotation of biological data, but faces major challenges for expert engagement, i.e. "how to get scientists \textit{en masse} to edit articles" and "how to allow editors to receive credit for their work on an article".

Another article in the same issue\textsuperscript{[20]} presents the Gene Wiki, an open-access and openly editable collection of Wikipedia articles about human genes. The article describes how structured data available on Gene Wiki articles is kept in sync with the data from primary databases via an automated system and how to automatically compute the quality of articles in the project at word or sentence-level using WikiTrust.

### Individual and social drivers of participation in Wikipedia

A thesis entitled \textit{Individual and social motivations to contribute to Commons-based peer production} was submitted by University of Minnesota student Yoshikazu Suzuki for an MA in mass communication. The thesis presents and discusses the results from a small series of interviews as well as a survey exploring individual and social motivations of Wikipedia contributors, drawing on social identity theory, volunteerism and uses and gratifications theory. The survey, run in July 2011 with support from the Wikimedia Research Committee, collected 208 responses from a
random sample of 950 among the top English Wikipedia editors. The results, obtained by applying principal components analysis to the responses, reveal eight distinct motivational factors: providing information, the seeking of creative stimulation, concern for others’ well-being, the need to be entertained, the avoidance of negative self-affect, cognitive group membership, career benefits, and social desirability. An analysis of the relative strength of each factor indicates that providing information, the seeking of creative stimulation, and concerns for others’ well-being were the three strongest motivational dimensions. Grouping the eight factors into two macro-categories according to self- and other-focused motivations, the other-focused motivations were found to be significantly stronger than the self-focused motivations. The thesis reviews the implications of these results for the design of incentives for participation and editor retention. The full text of the thesis[21] and an executive summary[22] are available under open access.

Mining article revision histories for insights into open collaboration

A paper in this month’s edition of First Monday, ambitiously titled "Understanding collaboration in Wikipedia"[23], reports on a statistical analysis of a complete dump of the English Wikipedia (225 million article edits) with regard to several quantities, starting with two that were introduced in a 2004 paper by Andrew Lih “as a simple measure for the reputation of [an] article within the Wikipedia”: the total number of edits an article has received (“rigor”) and the number of (logged-in and anonymous) users who have edited the article (“diversity”). The First Monday paper cites a 2007 study from the same journal, which found that featured articles tend to have more edits and contributors (while controlling for a few other variables)[24] as a justification for using “rigor” and “diversity” as proxies for article quality, but includes other quantities such as the article size change for an edit. The paper cites earlier work on evaluating Wikipedia article quality (e.g. dismissing the well-known 2005 Nature study based on the mistaken assumption that it had “only focused on featured articles”), but does not discuss existing attempts at more sophisticated quantitative quality heuristics.

The First Monday paper highlighted that if consecutive edits by the same user are counted as one, the overall number of article revisions drops by more than 33%, “revealing that one in three revisions in Wikipedia consist of users responding to their own edits or continuing an ongoing edit begun by themselves”. “Article diversity” ranged up to 12,437 contributors per article, with a median of 12 and an average of 32. One of the main conclusions is that “rather than reflecting the contributions and expertise of a large group of people, the typical article in Wikipedia reflects the efforts of a relatively small group of users (median of 12) who make a relatively small number of edits (median of 21).”

Supporting the assumption that most edits do not result in significant changes in content, the study finds that 31% of all revisions cause a size change of fewer than 10 characters, and 51% a change of fewer than 30 characters, with an apparently significant peak at a 4-character difference, presumably related to the insertion or removal of the four brackets (“[ [...]” that generate a wikilink.

The author notes the slight decrease in the overall number of edits since 2008, but tentatively explains it by the increasingly complete coverage of encyclopedic topics, and doesn’t share the widespread concerns about declining or stagnating editor activity: "participation in Wikipedia seems to remain as healthy as ever as revisions made per article created each year has annually increased since 2001 without exception”.

A different paper[25] from last year’s "Collaborative Innovation Networks Conference" similarly promises far-reaching insights from "Deconstructing Wikipedia" solely based on revision history statistics without analyzing the actual content changes, using a much smaller sample – 30 featured articles from the English Wikipedia, but also
including timestamps. The data did not confirm the hypothesis that "the editor who initiated an article would have a high level of involvement in the article's creation": for only five of the 30 articles, the initial author was the most frequent contributor.

A second conclusion is that for all of the articles in the sample, "there is a single Wikipedian whose contributions far exceed all others", ranging from 8% to 82% of the articles with an average of 39% (but the analysis does not seem to have sought to quantify the extent to which this exceeds the contributions of the second most frequent contributor). The author indicates that this supports Jaron Lanier's "oracle illusion" criticism of a supposed presentation of Wikipedia as a product of "the crowd". Somewhat tautologically, the author observes "that the control of an individual editor seemed to be reduced as more editors joined the process", and points to the need to analyze "a significantly larger number of articles" to answer the question whether "too many cooks spoil the stew" (apparently unaware of the significant body of earlier literature on this subject, starting with a 2005 paper that presented an answer in its title: "Too many cooks don't spoil the broth" [26], and including the 2007 study which the above reviewed First Monday paper relied on).

A third result of the paper, which likewise might not surprise those already familiar with Wikipedia's editing processes, is that "the creation process is continuous and can go on for a very long time", with even articles about historic events from the distant past continuing to receive edits.

The author, an assistant professor in management and marketing at Virginia State University, concludes the paper by urging his readers to start "thinking about how the wiki platform, itself, is influencing the creation process".

**Briefly**

- The Wikimedia Research Committee launched a public consultation [27] on the future data/research infrastructure for Wikimedia, in an effort to understand how to best serve the research and developer community with open data from our projects. The consultation will remain open through January 2012 and the full set of responses will be shared under a CC0 license.

- **Semantic enhancements**: In "Enhancing Wikipedia with semantic technologies" [28], Lee et al. review existing interfaces for semantic search and present their own platform for enhancements. Based on small-scale user tests, they find that one of their three enhancements – range-based queries – are strongly preferred by users, who would find them desirable not only in Wikipedia but on the wider web. A longer summary is available on AcaWiki [29].

- **English and Finnish Wikipedias egalitarian, Japanese hierarchical**: A paper titled "Analyzing cultural differences in collaborative innovation networks by analyzing editing behavior in different-language Wikipedias" [30] (from the 2010 Collaborative Innovation Networks Conference, as was the revision statistics paper reviewed above) applied social network analysis to collaboration on featured articles on the English, German, Japanese, Korean, and Finnish Wikipedias. It "found notable differences in the communication behavior among egalitarian cultures such as the Finnish, and quite hierarchical ones such as the Japanese. While the English language Wikipedia shows a distinctive pattern, most likely because it is by far the largest and frequently exploring new concepts copied by others, it seems to follow more the Finnish egalitarian, than the Japanese hierarchical style".

- User:Emijrp shared a link on wiki-research-l [31] listing *2,596 scholarly references on wikis* [32], obtained by scraping Google Scholar results (on December 22, 2011), as part of a project to build a comprehensive bibliography about wikis – a challenging task that has seen various earlier attempts and was the subject of a workshop at this year's WikiSym (see the October and April editions of this research report).

- **Should doctors use and edit Wikipedia?**: An editorial in the *Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine* [33] asks whether doctors should reject the use of Wikipedia. The two page article (one-day access: US$30.00) cites some results about the popularity of Wikipedia among medical students, young physicians and the general public, and for some reason highlights the malicious edits of British journalist Johann Hari as example for the downsides of Wikipedia's free editability. It contains a review of the literature on the reliability of Wikipedia's medical
information which is less thorough than that of the Psychological Medicine article reviewed above, and comes to a less approving but still somewhat positive conclusion: "Although Wikipedia entries are often poorly structured and difficult to understand, they are comparable in accuracy to some online resources, such as health insurance websites." In the end, the authors seems to lean towards recommending against ignoring Wikipedia: "One risk of clinicians disengaging from Wikipedia is that only contributors motivated by personal experience (e.g. patient anecdote) or vested interests (e.g. individual clinicians, institutions or companies promoting their own ideas and products) will remain."
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